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Background and Objectives: Spasticity is common in long-term care facilities; however,

this often-disabling condition is largely underdiagnosed in this setting and therefore left

untreated. This study aimed to test the ability of a three-question flowchart used at the

bedside by primary care providers in the long-term care setting to identify residents in need

of referral to a specialist for spasticity consultation.

Methods: All residents of a single long-term care facility were approached for participation

in this cross-sectional, observational study. Spasticity diagnostic evaluations by a movement

disorders specialist neurologist (reference standard) were compared with referral determina-

tions made by two primary care providers [a primary care physician (PCP) and a nurse

practitioner (NP)] using the simple flowchart.

Results: The analysis included 49 residents (80%male, age 78.2±9.0 years) whowere evaluated

by the reference standard neurologist and at least one primary care provider. The bedside referral

tool demonstrated high sensitivity and moderate specificity when used by the PCP (92% and

78%, respectively; AUC=0.84) and NP (80% and 53%, respectively; AUC=0.67).

Conclusion: This simple tool may be useful for primary care providers to identify residents

to be referred to a specialist for evaluation and treatment of spasticity. These results warrant

further investigation of the potential utility of this screening tool across multiple long-term

care facilities and various types of care providers.
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Introduction
Spasticity is common in the long-term care setting (up to 35% of residents) but is

unfortunately underdiagnosed and, therefore, often left untreated.1–3 This condition,

which can arise following disease or injury to the central nervous system (CNS), is

currently defined as “a disordered sensorimotor control, resulting from an upper

motor neuron lesion, presenting as intermittent or sustained involuntary activation

of muscles”.4 Failure to treat spasticity using available efficacious, FDA-approved

therapies can result in complications such as pain, loss of function, and deformity,

which can also negatively affect the quality of life and activities of daily living3,5,6

and impose a significant burden on caregivers.7

The underdiagnosis and subsequent lack of treatment for spasticity in the long-

term care setting are likely due to the fact that primary care providers at these

facilities are often stretched thin to see many residents suffering from a range of

medical conditions and have not received specialized training in the recognition,

diagnosis, and treatment of spasticity. Diagnosis of spasticity relies on a clinical

conclusion informed by the patient’s medical history and findings from a physical
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and neurological examination.8 This type of evaluation is

often performed by a physiatrist or neurologist specializ-

ing in movement disorders, which typically requires

a referral for an outpatient consultation. The growing

population of older adults and number of patients with

long-lived neurological impairment,9,10 coupled with the

underdiagnosis of spasticity and paucity of spasticity-

trained practitioners,11 underscore the urgent medical

need for improved methods to assist primary care provi-

ders in identifying long-term care residents who may have

spasticity and may also benefit from available

treatments.12 The utility of such a screening method will

hinge not only on its performance but also on its ease of

use by healthcare providers caring for this population.

In this study, a simple three-question referral tool was

developed as part of a broader initiative to improve the

screening, diagnosis, and treatment of spasticity in long-

term care facilities. Adapted from a previous diagnostic

assessment,13 this flowchart was designed to be used at the

bedside by primary care providers to screen residents in

the long-term care setting to identify those who likely have

spasticity. This study’s objective was to test the ability of

this simple bedside flowchart to be used by primary care

providers without spasticity training to identify residents

in need of referral to a specialist (physiatrist or movement

disorders neurologist) for consultation.

Methods
Study Population
This cross-sectional, observational study (Vanderbilt

University IRB #162074) was conducted in a 140-bed long-

term care facility offering intermediate and skilled levels of

nursing care for veterans and their spouses in the Southeast

United States (NCT03209960). All 129 inpatient residents of

the facility at the time of enrollment (December 2017 to

February 2018) were approached for recruitment. The study

neurologist and nursing staff at the facility made the determi-

nation whether each resident was cognitively capable of pro-

viding informed consent. A total of 59 residents were

determined to be cognitively capable of providing informed

consent and were approached for participation in-person by

the principal investigator and study staff at the facility. A total

of 70 residents were determined to be cognitively incapable of

providing informed consent, and informational packets with

informed consent forms were mailed to their medical decision

makers. Study personnel also approached available medical

decision makers at the facility and, if agreeable to

participation, acquired proxy consent onsite. Written informed

consent was obtained for all study participants, either directly

by participants or their medical decision makers. This study

was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Diagnosis, History, and Treatment of

Spasticity
Subjects who enrolled in the study received a neurological

examination from a neurologist specializing in movement

disorders not affiliated with the long-term care facility to

determine if spasticity was present. Diagnosis of spasticity

by the movement disorders specialist (reference standard)

was based on a clinical impression, including assessment of

increased muscle tone, exaggerated tendon jerks, stretch reflex

spread to extensors, repetitive stretch reflex discharges, clonus,

Babinski response, mass synergy pattern, loss of dexterity,

inadequate force generation, slow movements, and loss of

selective control of muscles and limb segments. The neurolo-

gist also rated the severity of stiffness for the worst-affected

limb for subjects diagnosed with spasticity using the Modified

Ashworth Scale14,15 and determined whether treatment should

be recommended. Medical records of enrolled participants

were reviewed by study staff to extract information related to

diagnoses of spasticity (most often identified in Section I of the

Minimum Data Set (MDS) 3.0, “hemiplegia/hemiparesis”) or

related ICD 9/10 codes, spasticity treatment history, and

demographic information. History of CNS illness or injury

known to be associated with spasticity was recorded from ICD

9/10 codes to document potential etiology (stroke, multiple

sclerosis, cerebral palsy, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord

injury, and spinal stenosis).

Bedside Referral Tool Examination
A bedside tool was developed as part of a broader initiative to

improve the screening, diagnosis, and treatment of spasticity

in long-term care facilities. The goal of this assessment was

to guide the determination of whether spasticity may be

present and warrant referral to a specialist (physiatrist or

movement disorders neurologist) for a spasticity consulta-

tion. The referral tool was adapted from a previously piloted

diagnostic tool13 and consisted of a simple one-page, paper-

based screening flowchart, with three yes/no questions

(Figure 1). Unlike the prior diagnostic assessment that was

tested, this referral tool was designed to be completed by

primary care physicians, nurse practitioners, or physician

assistants who may be less familiar with spasticity and who

may not conduct these elements in their typical exam.
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Two primary care providers, one primary care physician

(PCP) and one nurse practitioner (NP), not affiliated with the

long-term care facility were each asked to evaluate subjects

using the referral tool. Both providers were previously unfa-

miliar with the referral tool and study population, and neither

provider received any training regarding spasticity or the use of

the referral tool. Each provider was guided by the three-

question flowchart to perform elements of a physical exam

leading to a yes or no determination of whether the subject

should be referred to a specialist for a spasticity consultation.

Primary care providers were blind to subjects’medical history,

each other’s determination, and the reference standard neurol-

ogist’s decision. All subject examinations were completed

between January 2018 and March 2018. After the conclusion

of the study, the PCP, NP, and three members of the study staff

were independently asked to estimate the shortest, longest, and

mean times to complete the examination using the referral tool.

Statistical Analysis
Demographics, consent rates, prevalence of spasticity, his-

tory of neurological condition associated with spasticity,

prior evidence of spasticity in the medical record, and

prior spasticity treatment are reported for all subjects eval-

uated by the reference standard neurologist using descriptive

statistics (n=49). Chi-square tests were used to compare

self-consent versus proxy-acquired consent. True positives,

false positives, true negatives, and false negatives were

tabulated for both the PCP and NP in subjects who were

also evaluated by the reference standard (n=43 and n=45,

respectively). Sensitivity, specificity, and the area under the

curve (AUC) in receiver operating characteristics (ROC)

were calculated. Internal validation was performed using

a bootstrapping resampling procedure (1000 replications;

seed: 2019), and optimism-corrected AUCs are presented

alongside uncorrected AUCs.16 The positive likelihood ratio

(sensitivity/1-specificity) and negative likelihood ratio

(1-sensitivity/specificity) were also calculated17 and used

to estimate the probability of spasticity presence after

administration of the referral tool (post-test probability).

Analyses were performed using STATA 15.1 (StataCorp

LP, College Station, TX) and the R statistical package (ver-

sion 3.2.3). All P values are two-sided, and the ROC Curve

and Fagan’s nomogram were generated using R ggplot2

package.

Does the resident have weakness
in any of the limbs?

Do you meet resistance when trying to 
passively move the affected limb(s)?

Are any of the limbs held in an 
abnormal posture?

• Closed fist
• Bent wrist
• Flexed elbow
• Internally rotated shoulder
• Knees pressed together
• Inward turned ankle/foot
• Walks on ball of the foot

Referral Decision

DO NOT REFER to a 
Spasticity Specialist

Referral Decision

REFER to a 
Spasticity Specialist

Yes

No

No

No Yes

Yes

Figure 1 Bedside screening tool for spasticity referral. Three-question flowchart guides a brief physical examination leading to the decision to refer or not refer the resident

to a spasticity specialist.
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Results
Study Population
Sixty residents enrolled in this study, with 54 subjects

evaluated by the reference standard neurologist, primary

care physician, and/or nurse practitioner. Eleven enrolled

subjects were unable to receive an evaluation by the refer-

ence standard neurologist: seven did not complete any

study procedures (one withdrew from the study, five

were discharged from the facility, one was deceased),

and four were evaluated by the primary care physician

and/or the nurse practitioner for signs of spasticity but

not by the reference standard neurologist in order to

receive an official determination of spasticity. Therefore,

the total number of subjects evaluated for the presence or

absence of spasticity in this study was 49. The majority of

subjects in this study were male (80%, 39/49), and the

mean age of this cohort was 78.2±9.0 years (Table 1).

Self-Consent versus Proxy-Acquired

Consent in a Long-Term Care Facility
The majority of cognitively capable residents enrolled in

this study (69%, 41/59), compared to only 27% of resi-

dents consented by their medical decision maker (19/70).

Self-consent rates were significantly higher than proxy-

acquired consent rates (χ2=23.08, P<0.0001).

Spasticity Prevalence, History and Prior

Treatment
The reference standard neurologist determined that spas-

ticity was present in 35% of the study population (17/49;

Table 1). Subjects with spasticity had Modified

Ashworth Scale ratings of 1+ (4/17), 2 (6/17), 3 (2/17),

and 4 (5/17; Table 2). Among the subjects diagnosed

with spasticity in this study, 53% had prior evidence of

spasticity in the medical record (9/17), but only one out

of four subjects with a known diagnosis of spasticity was

receiving any treatment (4/17). Three subjects were pre-

scribed baclofen and one was receiving physical and

occupational therapy. The reference standard neurologist

recommended treatment for 65% of subjects with spas-

ticity (11/17; Table 2), but only half of those subjects (6/

11) had prior evidence of spasticity in the medical record

and only two were actively being treated. Overall, the

majority of subjects diagnosed with spasticity in this

study who would be expected to benefit from treatment

were not actively being treated (82%, 9/11).

History of Central Nervous System

Illness or Injury
Nearly half of all long-term care residents studied had a history

of a CNSprocess thatmay be associatedwith spasticity (24/49,

spasticity absent n=7; spasticity present n=17). Twenty-one

percent of residents without spasticity had a history of CNS

conditions: stroke (5/32), TBI (1/32), spinal stenosis (1/32),

and both spinal cord injury and stroke (1/32). As expected, the

majority of residents with spasticity had a history of CNS

conditions associated with spasticity (11/17, 65%): stroke

(11/17) and both spinal stenosis and stroke (1/17). Six partici-

pants who received a spasticity diagnosis had no documented

neurological conditions in the medical record that were likely

to have caused spasticity (6/17; 35%). Nearly half of subjects

recommended to receive spasticity treatment had no prior

history of a neurological condition likely to have caused spas-

ticity (5/11; 45%).

Bedside Referral Tool
Estimates of sensitivity, specificity, AUC, pre-test probabil-

ity, post-test probability, positive likelihood ratio, and nega-

tive likelihood ratio for each primary care provider who used

the referral tool are shown in Table 3. Receiver operating

characteristic curves of the referral tool used by the PCP and

NP are shown in Figure 2. Fagan’s nomograms shown in

Supplementary Figure 1 illustrate the post-test probabilities

of using this bedside tool for spasticity referral.

Primary Care Physician

The spasticity prevalence among subjects evaluated by both

the reference standard and the primary care physician was

30% (pre-test probability). When used by the PCP, the bed-

side tool had 92% sensitivity and 78% specificity (Figure 2;

Table 3; AUC=0.845, optimism-corrected AUC=0.844).

Table 1 Subject Characteristics

All

Subjects

Spasticity

Present

Spasticity

Absent

n (%) 49 17 (35%) 32 (65%)

Age (years), mean ± SD 78.2 ± 9.0 77.0 ± 9.8 78.9 ± 8.7

Male, n (%) 39 (80%) 12 (71%) 27 (85%)

Race, n (%)

Caucasian 39 (80%) 15 (88%) 24 (75%)

African American 10 (20%) 2 (12%) 8 (25%)

Consent, n (%)

Self 32 (65%) 9 (53%) 23 (72%)

Medical Decision Maker 17 (35%) 8 (47%) 9 (28%)
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After receiving a recommendation for referral by the primary

care physician using the bedside tool, subjects with spasticity

were 4 times more likely to be referred than subjects without

spasticity (Table 3; Supplementary Figure 1). This corre-

sponds to a 63% prevalence of spasticity among those

referred (post-test probability). Similarly, subjects with spas-

ticity were 0.1 times as likely to be missed for referral, which

translates to only a 4% chance of having spasticity if not

determined to need a referral.

Nurse Practitioner

Spasticity was present in 33% of subjects evaluated by

both the nurse practitioner and reference standard (pre-

test probability). Sensitivity and specificity were 80%

and 53%, respectively, when the NP used the referral

tool (Figure 2; Table 3; AUC=0.667, optimism-corrected

AUC=0.660). A referral for spasticity consultation after

using the bedside tool was 1.7 times more likely in

subjects with spasticity than subjects without, which

corresponds to a spasticity prevalence among those

referred by the NP of 46% (post-test probability;

Supplementary Figure 1). Subjects with spasticity were

0.4 times as likely to be missed for referral, correspond-

ing to a spasticity prevalence in subjects not referred by

the NP of 16%.

Time to Complete the Bedside Spasticity Referral

Tool Examination

Mean time estimated to complete the bedside exam using

the referral tool was 3 mins (3.1±1.2 mins). The shortest

examination was estimated to be 1.5 mins (1.5 ± 0.6 mins),

Table 2 Modified Ashworth Scale Ratings

Modified Ashworth Scale Ratings All Subjects

with Spasticity

n=17

Spasticity

Subjects: Treatment

Recommended n=11

Spasticity

Subjects: Treatment

Not Recommended n=6

0 No increase in muscle tone 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

1 Slight increase in muscle tone, manifested by a catch and release or

by minimal resistance at the end of the range of motion when the

affected part(s) is moved in flexion or extension

0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

1+ Slight increase in muscle tone, manifested by a catch, followed by

minimal resistance throughout the remainder (less than half) of the

ROM

4 (23.5%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (66.7%)

2 More marked increase in muscle tone through most of the

ROM, but affected part(s) easily moved

6 (35.3%) 5 (45.5%) 1 (16.7%)

3 Considerable increase in muscle tone, passive movement difficult 2 (11.8%) 2 (18.2%) 0 (0%)

4 Affected part(s) rigid in flexion or extension 5 (29.4%) 4 (36.4%) 1 (16.7%)

Abbreviation: ROM, range of motion.

Table 3 Spasticity Referral Tool Performance

Primary Care

Provider

Subjects

Evaluated

by Rater

and

Reference

Standard

Spasticity

Prevalence

(Positive

Pre-Test

Probability)a

Sensitivity

(95% CI)

Positive

Likelihood

Ratio (95%

CI)b

Spasticity

Prevalence

in Subjects

Referred

(Positive

Post-Test

Probability)c

Specificity

(95% CI)

Negative

Likelihood

Ratio (95%

CI)d

Spasticity

Prevalence in

Subjects Not

Referred

(Negative

Post-Test

Probability)e

Primary care

physician (PCP)

n=43 30% 92%

(64–100%)

4.0

(2.0–7.7)

63% 78%

(58-90%)

0.10

(0.02–0.67)

4%

Nurse practitioner

(NP)

n=45 33% 80%

(52–96%)

1.7

(1.1–2.7)

46% 53%

(34–72%)

0.38

(0.13–1.1)

16%

Notes: aSpasticity prevalence in the study population was 35% (17/49 subjects evaluated by the reference standard). Overlap between the reference standard and subjects

evaluated by the PCP and NP was 43 and 45, respectively; therefore, prevalence within those subsets are presented for probability estimates. bCalculated as sensitivity/

(1-specificity). cProbability of spasticity being present after rater referral to a spasticity specialist. dCalculated as (1-sensitivity)/specificity. eProbability of spasticity being

present after rater deciding not to refer to a spasticity specialist.
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and the longest examination was estimated to be 6 mins

(6.0 ± 2.6 mins).

Missed Referrals

There were four missed referrals between the two primary

care providers who used the bedside tool. The PCP missed

one referral for a subject who was recommended for spasti-

city treatment and had a Modified Ashworth Rating of 4. The

NP missed three referrals: two subjects were not recom-

mended for spasticity treatment who had Modified

Ashworth Ratings of 1+ and one subject was recommended

for treatment who had a Modified Ashworth Rating of 2.

There will be no further data shared, results can be seen

by visiting ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03209960.

Discussion
To address the critical need for improved spasticity screen-

ing, diagnosis, and treatment in the long-term care setting,

a simple bedside screening tool was developed to be used by

primary care providers to initiate a referral for more specia-

lized evaluation. This one-page flowchart guided a brief

physical examination at the bedside and demonstrated

high sensitivity to correctly identify residents that would

benefit from spasticity referral to a specialist for further

evaluation. Furthermore, the specificity of this referral tool

is consistent with screening assessments for other

diseases,18,19 and spasticity prevalence was extremely low

in subjects not recommended for referral using this bedside

tool.

Clinical scales currently used for spasticity assessment are

not well suited for screening in the primary care setting, as they

must be administered by subspecialty-trained clinicians.14,20

Likewise, biomechanical and electrophysiological methods of

spasticity measurement have limited clinical usefulness20 and

are not suitable for use as screening tools. At present, there are

no instruments available specifically designed to screen for the

presence of spasticity in patients who have not yet received

a diagnosis.21 Our results further establish the urgent need for

a simple assessment like the one used in this study: half of the

subjects with spasticity had no prior evidence of a diagnosis in

the medical record, and four out of five subjects who would

likely benefit from available therapies were not receiving any

treatment. This finding is in line with prior research, which

indicates that spasticity is under-diagnosed in the long-term

care setting,1–3 despite the availability of multiple scales for

spasticity measurement.14,15,22

Developing better screening assessments for spasticity is

an area of active investigation, with a patient-reported tool

recently introduced.21 The screening referral tool presented in

this study fits before such a patient-reported treatment needs

assessment, such that long-term care providers without sub-

specialty training in spasticity could implement this simple

exam to identify at-risk residents. This referral tool is, there-

fore, only an initial part of the diagnostic algorithm, with

subsequent multidisciplinary collaboration with physiatrists

or movement disorders experts remaining critical to successful

diagnosis and treatment. While treatment is not recommended

for all people with spasticity8 and spasticity can actually

improve functional abilities (ie, standing transfers) for some

affected individuals,8,23,24 many people with spasticity are

likely to benefit from available treatments.21 Importantly,

more than one-third of subjects determined to have spasticity

in this study did not have a recorded history of CNS illness or

injury likely to have caused spasticity. This finding highlights

the importance of screening all long-term care residents for the

presence of spasticity, not only those with a well-documented

history of a neurological condition associated with spasticity.

This study’s high sensitivity and moderate specificity are

consistent with other screening assessments.18,19 Unlike

diagnostic tests that require high specificity to minimize

false positives, screening tests strive for high sensitivity to

ensure as few cases of the condition are missed as possible.25

In this study, pre- and post-test probabilities estimated were

derived from the true prevalence of spasticity in the cohort

Figure 2 Receiver operating characteristic curves for the bedside spasticity referral

tool. PCP optimism-corrected AUC=0.844; NP optimism-corrected AUC=0.660.
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which was determined by the reference standard examination

as part of the study protocol. Therefore, it is important to note

that the true value of this bedside referral tool is likely under-

estimated using these metrics, because nearly half of subjects

determined to have spasticity by the reference standard as

part of this research study had no prior evidence of the

condition in their medical record.

Study Limitations
This pilot study was conducted at a single long-term care

facility, which reduces the generalizability of these results in

other settings. The brief physical exam guided by this referral

tool has the potential to identify signs of spasticity in other

populations, but future studies are needed to understand the

utility of this screening assessment in different health care

settings. Performance varied between providers, with the pri-

mary care physician making the correct referral decision for

more subjects than the nurse practitioner. It is unclear whether

this is due to differences in clinical training or simply a result of

the variability of performance of this bedside tool across pro-

viders. A larger study with multiple primary care providers is

needed to understand potential differences between primary

care physicians and nurse practitioners using this referral tool.

This screening tool was designed to identify people who may

have spasticity. It is, therefore, unable to discern between

spasticity versus contractures, a determination that would be

provided at a subsequent specialist evaluation. Without

a biomarker or objective diagnostic method available, this

study relied on the current diagnostic criteria for spasticity to

serve as the reference standard: a clinical conclusion by

a movement disorders expert after a physical and neurological

examination.

Spasticity affects long-term care residents of all cogni-

tive abilities, and all residents at the facility were therefore

approached to participate in this study. However, similar to

a prior study in the long-term care setting,2 there was

a significantly lower proportion of subjects who enrolled

when a medical decision maker was required for informed

consent compared to subjects who provided self-consent.

This selection bias is noted as a limitation of this study.

Efforts were made in this investigation to improve proxy-

acquired consent rates by also approaching medical deci-

sion makers available at the facility, in addition to mailing

study information and informed consent packets. This

additional effort nearly doubled the proportion of proxy-

acquired consent for this study (27%) compared to the

prior investigation (14%).2 Nevertheless, clinical research

enrollment remains challenging in the long-term care

setting,26 and additional research is needed to further

enhance the inclusion of cognitively impaired residents

to adequately represent this population and show the full

impact of this referral tool as a screening assessment in

long-term care settings.

This referral tool was developed to be used by primary

care providers without prior knowledge of spasticity and

without requiring extensive training of personnel using the

three-question flowchart. In this study, the referral tool was

used without providing any training to the primary care

providers, which yielded very encouraging referral results

after only minutes of use. Future studies could, therefore,

explore whether the addition of a brief written introduction

on the flowchart improves performance.

Conclusions
This simple bedside screening tool demonstrated high

sensitivity for primary care providers to correctly refer

residents of a long-term care facility with spasticity for

further diagnostic evaluation. These data suggest that

a brief physical exam guided by a simple, one-page flow-

chart could be used in the long-term care setting to identify

residents who would likely benefit from referral to

a physiatrist or a movement disorders specialist for evalua-

tion and subsequent treatment of spasticity. Given the

critical need to improve the diagnosis of spasticity, these

results strongly warrant a validation study to understand

the utility and impact of this bedside referral tool across

multiple long-term care facilities and various types of care

providers in this setting.
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